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rst ex eption (divide-by-zero, say) that is en ountered is
not ne essarily the rst that would be en ountered in simple sequential exe ution. One approa h is to provide lots of
hardware to sort the mess out, and maintain the programmer's illusion of a simple sequential exe ution engine; this
is what the Pentium does. Another, taken by the Alpha, is
to give a less pre ise indi ation of the whereabouts of the
ex eption.

Abstra t

Some modern supers alar mi ropro essors provide only impre ise ex eptions. That is, they do not guarantee to report the same ex eption that would be en ountered by a
straightforward sequential exe ution of the program. In exhange, they o er in reased performan e or de reased hip
area (whi h amount to mu h the same thing).

In this paper we explore this same idea at the level of the
programming language. The ompiler, or the programmer,
might want to improve performan e by hanging the program's evaluation order. But hanging the evaluation order
may hange whi h ex eption is en ountered rst. One solution is to ban su h transformations, or to restri t them to
evaluations that provably annot raise ex eptions [?℄. The
alternative we propose here is to trade pre ision for performan e: permit ri her transformations, and make the language semanti s less pre ise with respe t to whi h ex eption
is raised.

This performan e/pre ision tradeo has not so far been
mu h explored at the programming language level. In this
paper we propose a design for impre ise ex eptions in the
lazy fun tional programming language Haskell. We dis uss
several designs, and on lude that impre ision is essential if
the language is still to enjoy its urrent ri h algebra of transformations. We sket h a pre ise semanti s for the language
extended with ex eptions.
The paper shows how to extend Haskell with ex eptions without rippling the language or its ompilers. We do
not yet have enough experien e of using the new me hanism
to know whether it strikes an appropriate balan e between
expressiveness and performan e.
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Note that the use of impre ise ex eptions at the programming language level is not due to the use of impre ise exeptions at the hardware level. (Indeed, the latter may
well prove ephemeral.) Rather, both of these arise from
the same motivation: permitting better optimization. It's
quite possible to have impre ise ex eptions at the programming language level but not at the hardware level, or vi e
versa. However, the use of impre ise ex eptions at the programming language level may make it mu h easier for implementations to generate eÆ ient ode on hardware that
has impre ise ex eptions.

Introdu tion

All urrent programming languages that support ex eptions
take it for granted that the language de nition should spe ify, for a given program, what ex eption, if any, is raised
when the program is exe uted. That used to be the ase
in mi ropro essor ar hite ture too, but it is no longer so.
Some pro essors, notably the Alpha, provide so- alled impre ise ex eptions. These CPUs exe ute many instru tions
in parallel, and perhaps out of order; it follows that the

We make all this on rete by onsidering a parti ular programming language, Haskell, that urrently la ks ex eptions. Our ontributions are as follows:
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We review and ritique the folk-lore on ex eptionhandling in a lazy language like Haskell (Se tion ??).
Non-fun tional programmers may nd the idea of
ex eptions-as-values, as opposed to ex eptions-asontrol- ow, interesting.
We present a new design, based on sets of ex eptions,
to model impre ision about whi h ex eptions an o ur





(Se tion ??).

In some languages, an asynhronous external event, su h as the programmer typing \^C" or a timeout, are re e ted into the programmer's model as an ex eption. We all su h things asynhronous ex eptions, to distinguish them from the two
previous ategories, whi h are both syn hronous ex eptions.

Asyn hronous events.

We sket h a semanti s for the resulting language, using
two layers: a denotational semanti s for pure expressions (in luding ex eption-raising ones), and an operational semanti s \on top" that deals with ex eption
handling, as well as input/output (Se tion ??).
Informed by this semanti s, we show that various extensions of the basi idea, su h as resour e-exhaustion
interrupts, an readily be a ommodated; while others,
su h as a \pure" ex eption handler, are more troublesome (Se tion ??).

2.1

No lazy fun tional programming language has so far supported ex eptions, for two apparently persuasive reasons.

There has been a small urry of re ent proposals and papers
on ex eption-handling in Haskell [?, ?, ?℄. The distin tive
feature of this paper is its fo us on the semanti s of the
resulting language. The tri k lies in getting the ni e features of ex eptions (eÆ ien y, impli it propagation, and the
like) without throwing the baby out with the bath-water
and rippling the language design.

Firstly, lazy evaluation s rambles ontrol ow. Evaluation
is demand-driven; that is, an expression is evaluated only
when its value is required [?℄. As a result, programs don't
have a readily-predi table ontrol ow; the only produ tive
way to think about an expression is to onsider the value
it omputes, not the way in whi h the value is omputed.
Sin e ex eptions are typi ally explained in terms of hanges
in ontrol ow, ex eptions and lazy evaluation do not appear
very ompatible.

Those less interested in fun tional programming per se may
nevertheless nd interesting our development of the (old)
idea of ex eptions-as-values, and the trade-o between preision and performan e.
2

Ex eptions as values

Se ondly, ex eptions an be expli itly en oded in values, in
the existing language, so perhaps ex eptions are in any ase
unne essary. For example, onsider a fun tion, f, that takes
an integer argument, and either returns an integer or raises
an ex eption. We an en ode it in Haskell thus:

The status quo ante

data ExVal a = OK a
| Bad Ex eption

Haskell has managed without ex eptions for a long time,
so it is natural to ask whether they are either ne essary or
appropriate. We brie y explore this question, as a way of
setting the s ene for the rest of the paper.

f :: Int -> ExVal Int
f x = ...defn of f...
The data de laration says that a value of type ExVal t is
either of the form (Bad ex), where ex has type Ex eption,
or is of the form (OK val), where val has type t. The
type signature of f de lares that f returns a result of type
ExVal Int; that is, either an Int or an ex eption value. In
short, the ex eption is en oded into the value returned by f.

Before we begin, it is worth identifying three di erent ways
in whi h ex eptions are typi ally used in languages that support them:
uses an ex eption to signal a (hopefully rare) error ondition, su h as division by zero or an
assertion failure. In a language like ML or Haskell we
may add pattern-mat h failure, when a fun tion is applied to a value for whi h it does not have a de ning equation (e.g. head of the empty list). The programmer
an usually also raise an ex eption, using a primitive
su h as raise.
The ex eption handler typi ally at hes ex eptions
from a large hunk of ode, and performs some kind
of re overy a tion.
Ex eption handling used in this way provides a degree
of modularity: one part of a system an prote t itself
against failure in another part of the system.

Disaster re overy

Any onsumer of f's result is for ed, willy nilly, to rst perform a ase analysis on it:
ase (f 3) of
OK val -> ...normal ase...
Bad ex -> ...handle ex eption...

There are good things about this approa h: no extension
to the language is ne essary; the type of a fun tion makes it
lear whether it an raise an ex eption; and the type system
makes it impossible to forget to handle an ex eption.
The idea of ex eptions as values is very old [?, ?℄. Subsequently it was realised that the ex eption type onstru tor,
ExVal, forms a monad [?, ?℄. Rather than having lots of ad
ho pattern mat hes on OK and Bad, standard monadi mahinery su h as Haskell's do notation, an hide away mu h
of the plumbing.

Ex eptions are sometimes used as an
alternative way to return a value from a fun tion, where
no error ondition is ne essarily implied. An example
might be looking up a key in a nite map: it's not
ne essarily an error if the key isn't in the map, but in
languages that support ex eptions it's not unusual to
see them used in this way.
The ex eption handler typi ally at hes ex eptions
from a relatively ir ums ribed hunk of ode, and
serves mainly as an alternative ontinuation for a all.

Alternative return.

2.2

Inadequa ies of ex eptions as values

En oding ex eptions expli itly in an un-modi ed language
works beautifully for the alternative-return usage of ex eptions, but badly for the disaster-re overy use, and not at all
for asyn hronous events. There are several distin t prob2

lems:




of the unfortunate expression that happens to be under evaluation when the external event o urs. Sin e
they arise from external sour es, they learly annot be
dealt with as an expli itly-en oded value.

In reased stri tness. When adding ex eption handling
to a lazy program, it is very easy to a identally make
the program stri t, by testing a fun tion argument for
errors when it is passed instead of when it is used.

2.3

Ex essive lutter. The prin ipal feature of an ex eption me hanism is that ex eptions propagate impli itly,
without requiring extra lutter in the ode between the
pla e the ex eption is raised and where it is handled.
In stark ontrast, the expli it-en oding approa h for es
all the intermediate ode to deal expli itly (or monadially) with ex eptional values. The resulting lutter is
absolutely intolerable for those situations where ex eptions are used to signal disaster, be ause in these ases
propagation is almost always required. For example,
where we would originally have written:
(f x) + (g y)

With these thoughts in mind, we have the following goals:





we are now for ed to write :
1

ase (f x) of
Bad ex -> Bad ex
OK xv -> ase (g y) of
Bad ex -> Bad ex
OK yv -> OK (xv+yv)





These stri tures do not apply where ex eptions are
used as an alternative return me hanism. In this ase,
the approa h works beautifully be ause propagation isn't nearly so important.





So, evaluating the all (error "Urk") halts exe ution,
printing \Urk" on standard error. The language o ers
no way to at h and re over from any of these (synhronous) events. This is a serious problem when writing programs omposed out of large pie es over whi h
one has little ontrol; there is just no way to re over
from failure in any sub- omponent.

3

Loss of modularity and ode re-use, espe ially for
higher-order fun tions. For example, a sorting fun tion
that takes a omparison fun tion as an argument would
need to be modi ed to be used with an ex eptionraising omparison fun tion.

All transformations that are valid for ordinary Haskell
programs should be valid for the language extended
with ex eptions. It turns out that we do not quite
a hieve this goal, for good reasons (Se tion ??).
It should be possible to reason about whi h ex eptions
a program might raise. For example, we might hope to
be able to prove that non-re ursive programs will terminate, and programs that don't use arithmeti an't
raise division by zero.
In so far as non-determinism arises, it should be possible for the programmer to on ne the non-determinism
to a learly-delineated part of the program.

A new design

Adding ex eptions to a lazy language, as opposed to en oding ex eptions in the un-extended language, has re eived
relatively little attention until re ently. Dornan and Hammond dis ussed adding ex eptions to the pure (non-I/O)
part of a lazy language [?℄, and there has been a urry of
re ent a tivity [?, ?, ?℄. Drawing on this work, we propose a
programming interfa e for an ex eptions me hanism. This
sets the s ene for the ore of our paper, the semanti s for
the resulting language.

Poor eÆ ien y. Ex eptions should ost very little if
they don't a tually o ur. Alas, an expli it en oding
into Haskell values for es a test-and-propagate at every
all site, with a substantial ost in ode size and speed.
Loss of transformations. Programs written in a
monadi style have many fewer transformations than
their pure ounterparts. We elaborate on this problem
in Se tion ??.

3.1

The basi

idea

As dis ussed in Se tion ??, our rst design de ision is more
or less for ed by the fa t that Haskell is a lazy language: exeptions are asso iated with data values, rather than with
ontrol ow. This di ers fundamentally from the standard approa h to ex eptions taken for imperative, or stri t

No asyn hronous ex eptions. Asyn hronous ex eptions, by their nature, have nothing to do with the value

1 The

Haskell programs that don't invoke ex eptions should
have un hanged semanti s (no lutter), and run with
un hanged eÆ ien y.

These properties may seem obvious, but they are a little
tri ky to a hieve. In existing languages that support ex eptions, su h as ML or Ada, the need to maintain the ex eption
semanti s noti eably onstrains the valid set of transformations and optimisations that a programmer or ompiler an
perform. Compilers often attempt to infer the set of possible ex eptions with a view to lifting these restri tions, but
their power of inferen e is limited; for example, they must
be pessimisti a ross module boundaries in the presen e of
separate ompilation. We laim that our design retains almost all useful opportunities for transformation, using only
the monadi type system built into Haskell. No separate
e e t analysis is required.

Built-in ex eptions are un- at hable. In Haskell, all the
auses of failure re ognised by the language itself (su h
as divide by zero, and pattern-mat h failure) are treated semanti ally as bottom (?), and are treated in pra ti e by bringing the program to a halt. Haskell allows
the program to trigger a similar failure by alling the
standard fun tion error, whose type is:
error :: String -> a



Goals

monadi version is nearly as bad.
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fun tional, languages, where ex eptions are asso iated with
ontrol ow rather than with data ow. One pla e that
ex eptions-as-values does show up in the imperative world
is the NaNs (not-a-number) and in nities of the IEEE oating point standard, where ertain bit-patterns en ode exeptional values, whi h are propagated by the oating point
operations [?℄.

3.2

Propagation

The whole point of ex eptions is, of ourse, that they propagate automati ally. So integer addition, for example, should
deliver an ex eptional value if either of its arguments is an
ex eptional value.
In a lazy language, however, we have to re-examine our
notion of propagation. In parti ular, an ex eptional value might lurk inside an unevaluated fun tion argument or
data stru ture. For example, onsider the zipWith fun tion:

We extend this ex eptions-as-values idea uniformly to values
of any type. A value (of any type) is either a \normal"
value, or it is an \ex eptional" value. An \ex eptional"
value ontains an ex eption, and we must say what that is.
The data type Ex eption is the type of ex eptions. It is
a new algebrai data type, supplied as part of the Haskell
Prelude, de ned something like this:

zipWith f [℄
[℄
= [℄
zipWith f (x:xs) (y:ys) = f x y : zipWith f xs ys
zipWith f xs
ys
= error "Unequal lists"

A all to zipWith may return an ex eption value dire tly |
for example, zipWith (+) [℄ [1℄. A all to zipWith may
also return a list with an ex eption value at the end | for
example, zipWith (+) [1℄ [1,2℄. Finally, it may deliver a
list whose spine is fully de ned, but some of whose elements
are ex eptional values | for example zipWith (/) [1,2℄
[1,0℄.

data Ex eption = DivideByZero
| Overflow
| UserError String
...

One ould imagine a simpler type (e.g. en oding an exeption as an integer, or a string), or a ri her type (e.g. a
user-extensible data type, su h as is provided by ML), but
this one is a useful ompromise for this paper. Nothing we
say depends on the exa t hoi e of onstru tors in the data
type; hen e the \...".

To repeat: it is values not alls that may be ex eptional,
and ex eptional values may, for example, hide inside lazy
data stru tures. To be sure that a data stru ture ontains
no ex eptional values one must for e evaluation of all the
elements of that stru ture (this an be done using Haskell's
built-in seq fun tion).

For ea h type a, the new, primitive fun tion raise maps an
Ex eption into an ex eptional value of type a:
raise :: Ex eption -> a

Here, immediately, we see a di eren e from the expli iten oding approa h. Every type in the language ontains
exeptional values | previously only the type ExVal t had
that possibility. We an also see that the same Ex eption
type serves to represent an ex eption, regardless of the type
into whi h the ex eption is embedded.

3.3

Implementation

One advantage of the story so far is that it is readily, and
heaply, implementable. We ertainly do not want the spa e and time ost of expli itly tagging every value with an
indi ation of whether it is \normal" or \ex eptional". Fortunately, the standard ex eption-handling me hanisms from
pro edural languages work perfe tly well:

The previously-primitive fun tion error an now readily be
de ned using raise:
error :: String -> a
error str = raise (UserError str)

Next, we need to be able to at h ex eptions. The new,
primitive fun tion getEx eption takes a value, and determines whether or not it is an ex eptional value :
2

getEx eption :: a -> ExVal a



getEx eption for es the evaluation of its argument to



raise ex simply trims the sta k to the top-most
getEx eption mark, and returns Bad ex as the result
of getEx eption.



In e e t, getEx eption rei es the impli it presen e or absen e of an ex eption in its argument to an expli it disriminated union, represented by the new Prelude data type
ExVal:
data ExVal a = OK a | Bad Ex eption

head normal form; before it begins this evaluation, it
marks the evaluation sta k in some way.

If the evaluation of the argument to getEx eption
ompletes without provoking a all to raise, then
getEx eption returns OK val, where val is the value
of the argument.

A tually, matters are not quite as simple as we suggest here.
In parti ular, trimming the sta k after a all (raise ex) we
must be areful to overwrite ea h thunk that is under evaluation with (raise ex). That way, if the thunk is evaluated
again, the same ex eption will be raised again, whi h is as it
should be . The details are des ribed by [?℄, and need not
on ern us here.

Here is an example of how getEx eption might be used:

ase getEx eption (goop x) of
OK val -> normal_ ase val
Bad exn -> re overy_ ase exn
Here, getEx eption at hes any ex eption raised while
goop is evaluated, and presents the result as a value of type
ExVal. The ase expression s rutinises that value and takes

3

appropriate a tion.

3 Real implementations overwrite a thunk with a \bla k hole" when
its evaluation is begun to avoid a elebrated spa e leak [?℄. That is
why, when an ex eption auses their evaluation to be abandoned, they
must be overwritten with something more informative.

2 We

will see later that there is a fundamental problem with giving getEx eption this type, but we defer dis ussion of this point to
Se tion ??.
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The main point is that the eÆ ien y of programs that do
not invoke ex eptions is una e ted. Indeed, the eÆ ien y
of any fun tion that does not invoke ex eptions expli itly
is una e ted. Noti e that an ex eptional value behaves as a
rst lass value, but it is never expli itly represented as su h.
When an ex eption o urs, instead of building a value that
represents it, we look for the ex eption handler right away.
The semanti model (ex eptional values) is quite di erent
from the implementation (evaluation sta ks and sta k trimming). The situation is similar to that with lazy evaluation:
a value may behave as an in nite list, but it is ertainly never
expli itly represented as su h.
3.4

a non-deterministi hoi e of whi h argument to evaluate rst. Then the ompiler is free to make that
hoi e however it likes. Alas, this approa h exposes
non-determinism in the sour e language, whi h also invalidates useful laws. In parti ular, redu tion is not
valid any more. For example, onsider:
let x = (1/0) + (error "Urk")
in getEx eption x == getEx eption x

A problem and its solution



There is a well-known diÆ ulty with the approa h we have
just des ribed: it invalidates many useful transformations. For example, integer addition should be ommutative;
that is, e +e = e +e . But what are we to make of this
expression?
1

2

2

1

getEx eption ((1/0) + (error "Urk"))

Does it deliver DivideByZero or UserError "Urk"? Urk indeed! There are two well known ways to address this problem, and one more unning one whi h we shall adopt:





Fix the evaluation order, as part of the language semanti s. For example, the semanti s ould state that
+ evaluates its rst argument rst, so that if its rst
argument is ex eptional then that's the ex eption that
is returned. This is the most ommon approa h, adopted by (among others) ML, FL, and some proposals for
Haskell [?℄. It gives rise to a simple semanti s, but has
the Very Bad Feature that it invalidates many useful
transformations | in parti ular, ones that alter the
order of evaluation.
This loss of transformations is a serious weakness.
Williams, Aiken, and Wimmers give numerous examples of how the presen e of ex eptions an seriously
weaken the transformation algebra of the (stri t) language FL [?℄. For a lazy language, the loss of transformations would be even more of a atastrophe. In parti ular, Haskell ompilers perform stri tness analysis
to to turn all-by-need into all-by-value. This ru ial
transformation hanges the evaluation order, by evaluating a fun tion argument when the fun tion is alled,
rather than when the argument is demanded.
Rather than remove su h transformations altogether,
optimising ompilers often perform some variant of effe t analysis, to identify the ommon ase where exeptions annot o ur (e.g. [?℄). They use this information to enable the otherwise-invalid transformations.
Williams, Aiken, and Wimmers des ribe a al ulus for
the language FL that expresses the absen e of ex eptions as a spe ial program annotation; they an then
give a pre ise hara terisation of the transformation algebra of this augmented language [?℄.
What all these approa hes have in ommon is that useful transformations are disabled if the sub-expressions
are not provably ex eption-free.

3.5

As it stands, the value of this expression is presumably
True. But if the two o urren es of x are ea h repla ed
by x's right hand side, then the non-deterministi +
might (in prin iple) make a di erent hoi e at its two o urren es, so the expression ould be False. We
ount this too high a pri e to pay.
The more unning hoi e is to return both ex eptions!
That is, we rede ne an ex eptional value to ontain a
set of ex eptions, instead of just one; and + takes the
union of the ex eption sets of its two arguments. Now
(1/0) + (error "Urk") returns an ex eptional value
in luding both DivideByZero and UserError "Urk",
and (semanti ally) it will do so regardless of the order
in whi h + evaluates its arguments.
The beauty of this approa h is that almost all transformations remain valid, even in the presen e of ex eptions (Se tion ?? dis usses the \almost"). No analysis
required!
Fixing

getEx eption

The allegedly unning hoi e may have xed the ommutativity of +, but, now that an ex eptional value an ontain
a set of ex eptions, we must revisit the question of what
getEx eption should do. There are two possibilities.
One alternative is for getEx eption to return the omplete
set of ex eptions (if any) in its argument value. This would
be an absolute disaster from an implementation point of
view! It would mean that the implementation would really
have to maintain a set of ex eptions; if the rst argument to
+ failed, then the se ond would have to be evaluated anyway
so that any ex eptions in it ould be gathered up.
The unning hoi e is only unning be ause there is another alternative: getEx eption an hoose just one member
of the set of ex eptions to return. Of ourse, that simply
exposes the non-determinism again, but we an employ a
now-standard tri k [?℄: put getEx eption in the IO monad.
Thus, we give getEx eption the following type:
getEx eption :: a -> IO (ExVal a)

To make sense of this new de nition, we digress brie y to introdu e Haskell's IO monad. In Haskell, a value of type IO t
is a omputation that might perform some input/output, before eventually returning a value of type t. A value of type
IO t is a rst- lass value | it an be passed as an arguments, stored in a data stru ture | and evaluating it has
no side e e ts. Only when it is performed does it have an
e e t. An entire Haskell program is a single value of type
IO (); to run the program is to perform the spe i ed omputation. For example, here is a omplete Haskell program
that gets one hara ter from standard input and e hoes it

Go non-deterministi . That is, de lare that + makes
5

to standard output :

the ex eption returned by getEx eption might hange.

4

main :: IO ()
main = getChar
putChar h
return ()
))

The idea of using a single representative to stand for a set
of values, from whi h a non-deterministi hoi e is made, is
based on an old paper by Hughes and O'Donnell [?℄. Our
ontribution is to apply this idea in the setting of ex eption
handling. The key observation is that non-determinism in
the ex eptions an be kept separate from non-determinism
in the normal values of a program.

>>= (\ h ->
>>= (\() ->

The types of the various fun tions involved are as follows:
(>>=)
return
getChar
putChar

::
::
::
::

IO a -> (a -> IO b) -> IO b
a -> IO a
IO Char
Char -> IO ()
The ombinators >>= glues together two IO omputations

4

in sequen e, passing the result from the rst to the se ond.
return does no input/output, simply returning its argument. getChar gets a hara ter from the standard input and returns it; putChar does the reverse. When main is performed,
it performs getChar, reading a hara ter from standard input, and then performs the omputation obtained by applying the \ h -> ... abstra tion to the hara ter, in this
ase putChar h. A more omplete dis ussion of monadi
I/O an be found in [?℄.

Semanti s

So far we have reasoned informally. In this se tion we give
a pre ise semanti s to (a fragment of) Haskell augmented
with ex eptions. Here are two diÆ ulties.



loop + error "Urk"

Now we return to the type of getEx eption . By giving it
an IO type we allow getEx eption to perform input/output.
Hen e, when hoosing whi h of the ex eptions in the set to
hoose, getEx eption is free (although absolutely not required) to onsult some external ora le (the FT Share Index, say). Ea h all to getEx eption an make a di erent
hoi e; the same all to getEx eption in di erent runs of
the same program an make a di erent hoi e; and so on.

Here, loop is any expression whose evaluation diverges.
It might be de lared like this:
loop = f True
where
f x = f (not x)

Beta redu tion remains valid. For example the meaning of:
let

x = (1/0) + error "Urk"
in
getEx eption x >>=
(\v1 ->
getEx eption x >>=
(\v2 ->
return (v1==v2)))



So, does (loop + error "Urk") loop forever, or does it
return an ex eptional value? Answer: it all depends on
the evaluation order of +. As is often the ase, bottom
muddies the waters.
Is the following equation true?
ase x of
(a,b) ->

is una e ted if both o urren es of x are repla ed by x's
right hand side, thus:

=

getEx eption ((1/0) + error "Urk") >>= (\v1 ->
getEx eption ((1/0) + error "Urk") >>= (\v2 ->
return (v1==v2)))

ase y of
(p,q) ->

ase y of
(p,q) -> e
ase x of
(a,b) -> e

In Haskell the answer is \yes"; sin e we are going to
evaluate both x and y, it doesn't matter whi h order
we evaluate them in. Indeed, the whole point of stri tness analysis is to gure out whi h things are sure to
be evaluated in the end, so that they an be evaluated in advan e [?℄. But if x and y are both bound to
ex eptional values, then the order of the ases learly
determines whi h ex eption will be en ountered. Unlike the + ase, it is far from obvious how to ombine
the ex eptional value sets for x and y: in general the
right hand side of a ase alternative might depend on
the variables bound in the pattern, and it would be
unpleasant for the semanti s to depend on that.

Why? Be ause whether or not this substitution is made,
getEx eption will be performed twi e, making an independent non-deterministi hoi e ea h time. Like any IO omputation, (getEx eption e) an be shared, and even evaluated, without a tually performing the nondeterministi hoi e.
That only happens when the omputation is performed.
The really ni e thing about this approa h is that the sta ktrimming implementation does not have to hange. The set
of ex eptions asso iated with an ex eptional value is represented by a single member, namely the ex eption that happens to be en ountered rst. getEx eption works just as before: mark the evaluation sta k, and evaluate its argument.
Su essive runs of a program, using the same ompiler optimisation level, will in pra ti e give the same behaviour; but
if the program is re ompiled with di erent optimisation settings, then indeed the order of evaluation might hange, so
a di erent ex eption might be en ountered rst, and hen e
4 The \\"

Consider

The rest of this se tion gives a denotational semanti s for
Haskell extended with ex eptions, that addresses both of
these problems. We solve the rst by identifying ? with the
set of all possible ex eptions; we solve the latter by (semantially) evaluating the ase alternatives in \ex eption- nding
mode".

is Haskell's notation for 
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4.1

Domains

First we des ribe the domain [  ℄ that is asso iated with
ea h Haskell type  . We use a rather standard monadi
translation, for a monad M, de ned thus:

Mt
E

= t? + P (E )?
= fDivideByZero ; Overflow; UserError; : : :g

The \+" in this equation is oales ed sum; that is, the bottom element of [  ℄ ? is oales ed with the bottom element of
P (E )?. The set E is the set of all the possible syn hronous
ex eptions; to simplify the semanti s we negle t the String
argument to UserError. P (E ) is the latti e of all subsets of
E , under the ordering
s1

vs

2



We start with +:
[e + e ℄
=v  v
1

if
Ok v = [ e ℄ 
and Ok v = [ e ℄ 
= Bad (S ([[e ℄ ) [ S ([[e ℄ )) otherwise
1

2

2

2

S (Ok v) = ;
S (Bad s) = s
The auxiliary fun tion  simply does addition,

fOk v j v 2 tg [
fBad s j s  Eg [
fBad (E [ fNonTermination g)g
One might wonder what sort of a value Bad fg is:
=

over ow:
v1

what is
an ex eptional value ontaining the empty set of ex eptions?
Indeed, su h a value annot be the denotation of any term,
but we will see shortly that it is nevertheless a very useful
value for de ning the semanti s of ase and for reasoning
about it (Se tion ??).



he king for

v2 = Ok (v1 + v2 )
if 231 < (v1 + v2 ) < 231
= Bad fOverflow g otherwise

The de nition of [ +℄ is monotoni with respe t to v, as it
must be. The fa t that + is stri t in both arguments is a
onsequen e of the fa t that ? is the set of all ex eptions; a moment's thought should onvin e you that if either
argument is ? then so is the result.
Next, we deal with raise:

Now that we have onstru ted the ex eption monad, we an
translate Haskell types into domains in the usual way:

[ raise e℄  = Bad s
if Bad s = [ e℄ 
= Bad fC g if Ok C = [ e℄ 

[ Int℄ = M Z
[  -> ℄ = M ([[ ℄ ! [  ℄ )
[ ( , )℄ = M ([[ ℄  [  ℄ )
. . . et . . .
1

1

The rst equation is used if both arguments are normal values. The se ond is used if either argument is an ex eptional
value, in whi h ase the ex eptions from the two arguments
are unioned. We use the auxiliary fun tion S (), whi h returns the empty set for a normal value, and the set of exeptions for an ex eptional value:

Here is an alternative, and perhaps more perspi uous, way
to de ne M, in whi h we tag \normal" values with Ok, and
\ex eptional" values (in luding ?) with Bad:

1

2

1

This onstru tion of P (E )? is a very standard semanti oding tri k; it is losely analogous to a anoni al representation
of the Smyth powerdomain over a at domain, given by [?℄.

2

2

1

data Ex eption = ...
-- (as before)
| NonTermination

2

Combinators

Next, we must give the denotation, or meaning, of ea h form of language expression. Figure ?? gives the syntax of the
small language we treat here. The denotation of an expression e in an environment  is written [ e℄ .

At
but
with the set of all ex eptions, adding one new onstru tor,
NonTermination , to the Ex eption type:

1

pattern

4.2

=

1

p ::= C x1 : : : xn

Figure 1: Syntax of a tiny language

E [ fNonTermination g
rst we distinguished ? from the set of all ex eptions,
that turns out not to work. Instead, we identify ?

Mt

variable
onstant
appli ation
abstra tion
onstru tors
mat hing
raise ex eption
primitives
xpoint

s1  s2

That is, the bottom element is the set E , and the top element is the empty set. This orresponds to the idea that
the fewer ex eptions that are in the ex eptional value, the
more information the value ontains. The least informative
value ontains all ex eptions. This entire latti e is lifted,
by adding an extra bottom element, whi h we also identify
with a set of ex eptions:

?

e ::= x
j k
j e1 e2
j x:e
j C e 1 : : : en
j ase e of { : : : pi ->ri ; : : : }
j raise e
j e1 + e 2
j fix e

Thus equipped, we an now understand the semanti s of the
problemati expression given above:

2

2

loop + error "Urk"

We refrain from giving the omplete en oding for arbitrary
re ursive data types, whi h is ompli ated. The point is
that we simply repla e the normal Haskell monad, namely
lifting, with our new monad M.

Its meaning is the union of the set of all ex eptions (whi h is
the value of loop), and the singleton set UserError "Urk",
whi h is of ourse just ?, the set of all ex eptions.
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The rules for fun tion abstra tion and appli ation are:

but doing so would invalidate the ase-swit hing transformation. Intuitively, the semanti s must explore all the ways
in whi h the implementation might deliver an ex eption, so
it must \evaluate" all the bran hes anyway, in \ex eptionnding mode". We model this by taking the denotations of
all the right hand sides, binding ea h of the pattern-bound
variables to the strange value Bad fg. Then we union together all the ex eption sets that result, along with the exeption set from the s rutinee. The idea is exa tly the same
as in the spe ial ase of +, and fun tion appli ation: if the
rst argument of + raises an ex eption we still union in the
ex eptions from the se ond argument. Here, if the ase s rutinee raises an ex eption, we still union in the ex eptions
from the alternatives.

[ x:e℄  = Ok (y:[ e℄ [y=x℄)
[ e e ℄  = f ([[e ℄ )
if Ok f = [ e ℄ 
= Bad(s [ S ([[e ℄ ) if Bad s = [ e ℄ 
1

2

2

1

2

1

A lambda abstra tion is a normal value; that is x:? 6=
?. The (more purist) identi ation of these two values is
impossible to implement: how an getEx eption distinguish
x:? from x:v , where v 6= ?? Fortunately, in Haskell x:?
and ? are indeed distin t values.
Applying a normal fun tion to a value is straightforward,
but matters are more interesting if the fun tion is an exeptional value. In this ase we must union its ex eption
set with that of its argument, be ause under some ir umstan es (notably if the fun tion is stri t) we might legitimately evaluate the argument rst; if we negle ted to union
in the argument's ex eptions, the semanti s would not allow
this standard optimisation. That is why we do not use the
simpler de nition:

Remember that there is no impli ation that an implementation will do anything other than return the rst ex eption
that happens to be en ountered. The rather urious semanti s is ne esary, though, to validate transformations that
hange the order of evaluation, su h as that given at the
beginning of Se tion ??.

[ e e ℄  = f ([[e ℄ ) if Ok f = [ e ℄ 
= Bad s
if Bad s = [ e ℄ 
1

2

2

1

1

4.4

We have traded transformations for pre ision. Noti e, however, that we must not union in the argument's ex eptions
if the fun tion is a normal value, or else we would lose
redu tion; onsider (x:3)(1/0)

We give the operational semanti s as follows. From a semanti point of view we regard IO as an algebrai data type with
onstru tors return, >>=, putChar, getChar, getEx eption.
The behaviour of a program is the set of tra es obtained from
the following labelled transition system, whi h a ts on the
denotation of the program. One advantage of this presentation is that it s ales to other extensions, su h as adding
on urren y to the language [?℄.

[ k℄  = Ok k
[ C e : : : en ℄  = Ok (C ([[e ℄ ) : : : ([[en ℄ ))
[ x℄  = (x)
1

G1 ([[e℄ ) (?)
k

[ fix e℄  =

getEx eption

So far we have not mentioned getEx eption . The semanti s of operations in the IO monad, su h as getEx eption,
may involve input/output or non-determinism. The most straightforward way of modelling these aspe ts is by giving an
operational semanti s for the IO layer, in ontrast to the denotational semanti s we have given for the purely-fun tional
layer.

The rules for onstants and onstru tor appli ations are simple; they both return normal values. Constru tors are nonstri t, and hen e do not propagate ex eptions in their arguments. Variables and xpoints are also easy.
1

Semanti s of

k=0

Here are the stru tural transition rules:
4.3

ase

expressions

v1

[ ase e of {pi ->ri }℄ 

= Bad (s [ (

if Ok v = [ e℄ 
and v mat hes pi

S S ([[r ℄ [Bad fg=p ℄)))
i

i

(v >>= k) ! (v >>=k)

2

1

2

((return v ) >>= k) ! (k v )
The rst ensures that transitions an o ur inside the rst
operand of the >>= onstru tor; the se ond explains that a
return onstru tor just passes its value to the se ond argument of the en losing >>=. The rules for input/output are
now quite simple:

Haskell ontains ase expressions, so we must give them a
semanti s. Here is the slightly surprising rule:
= [ ri ℄ [v=pi ℄

!v

getChar

i

if Bad s = [ e℄ 

putChar

The rst ase is the usual one: if the ase s rutinee evaluates to a \normal" value v , then sele t the appropriate ase
alternative. The notation is a little informal: [v=pi ℄ means
the environment  with the free variables of the pattern pi
bound to the appropriate omponents of v .

!
!
?

return

!

return ()

The \? " on top of the arrow indi ates that the transition
takes pla e by reading a hara ter from the environment;
and inversely for \! ".
Now we an get to the semanti s of ex eptions. The rules
are:

The se ond equation is the interesting one. If the s rutinee
turns out to be a set of ex eptions (whi h, re all, in ludes
?), the obvious thing to do is to return just that set |

getEx eption (Ok v )
getEx eption (Bad s)
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!
!

return (OK (Ok v ))
return (Bad x)

getEx eption (Bad s)

if

!
if

x2s

5

getEx eption (Bad s)
NonTermination 2 s

5.1

If getEx eption s rutinises a \normal" value, it just returns
it, wrapped in an OK onstru tor.



pi k an arbitrary member of the set of ex eptions and
return it, or
if NonTermination is in the set of ex eptions, then make
a transition to the same state.

Fortunately, they an t in the same general framework.
We have to enri h the Ex eption type with onstru tors
indi ating the ause of the ex eption. Then we simply add
to getEx eption's abilities. Sin e getEx eption is in the IO
monad, it an easily say \if the evaluation of my argument
goes on for too long, I will terminate evaluation and return
Bad TimeOut", and similarly for interrupts and so on. We
express this formally as follows:

The transition rules for getEx eption are deliberately nondeterministi . In parti ular, if the argument to getEx eption
is ?, then getEx eption may diverge, or it may return an
arbitrary ex eption.
To exe ute a Haskell program, one performs the omputation main, whi h has type IO (). In the presen e of ex eptions, the value returned might now be Bad x, rather than
Ok (). This simply orresponds to an un aught ex eption,
whi h the implementation should report.
4.5

Asyn hronous ex eptions

All the ex eptions we have dis ussed so far are syn hronous
ex eptions (Se tion ??). If the evaluation of an expression
yields a set of syn hronous ex eptions, then another evaluation of the same expression will yield the same set. But
what about asyn hronous ex eptions, su h as interrupts and
resour e-related failures (e.g. timeout, sta k over ow, heap
exhaustion)? They di er from syn hronous ex eptions in
that they perhaps will not re ur (at all) if the same program is run again. It is obviously inappropriate to regard
su h ex eptions as part of the denotation of an expression.

For \ex eptional" values, there are two hoi es: either



Variations on the theme

getEx eption v

|!x

return (Bad x)

if x is an asyn hronous ex eption

The |x above the arrow indi ates that the transition may
take pla e only when an asyn hronous event x is re eived
by the evaluator. Noti e that v might not be an ex eptional
value | it might be say, 42 | but if the event x is re eived,
getEx eption is nevertheless free to dis ard v and return
the asyn hronous ex eption instead. In the ase of a keyboard interrupt, the event ControlC is inje ted; in the ase
of timeout, some presumed external monitoring system inje ts the event TimeOut if evaluation takes too long; and so
on.

Transformations

Our overall goal is to add ex eptions to Haskell without
losing useful transformations. Yet it annot be true that
we lose no transformations. For example, in Haskell as it
stands, the following equation holds:
error "This" = error "That"

Why? Be ause both are semanti ally equal to ?. In our
semanti s this equality no longer holds | and rightly not!
So our semanti s orre tly distinguishes some expressions
that Haskell urrently identi es.

There is a fas inating wrinkle in the implementation of asynhronous ex eptions: when trimming the sta k, we must
overwrite ea h thunk under evaluation with a kind of \resumable ontinuation", rather than a omputation whi h
raises the ex eption again. The details are in [?℄.

Some transformations that are identities in Haskell be ome
re nements in our new system. Consider:
lhs = ( ase e of { True -> f; False -> g }) x
rhs = ase e of { True -> (f x); False -> (g x) }

5.2

Using e = raise E, x = raise X, and f = g = v:1, we
get [ lhs℄  = Bad fE; X g but [ rhs℄  = Bad fE g. Hen e,
lhs v rhs, but not lhs = rhs. We argue that it is legitimate
to perform a transformation that in reases information |
in this ase, hanging lhs to rhs redu es un ertainty about
whi h ex eptions an be raised.

Dete table bottoms

There are some sorts of divergen e that are dete table by a
ompiler or its runtime system. For example, suppose that
bla k was de lared like this:
bla k = bla k + 1

Here, bla k is readily dete ted as a so- alled \bla k hole"
by many graph redu tion implementations. Under these irumstan es, getEx eption bla k is permitted, but not required, to return Bad NonTermination instead of going into
a loop! Whether or not it does so is an implementation
hoi e | perhaps implementations will ompete on the skill
with whi h they dete t su h errors.

We urrently la k a systemati way to say whi h identities
ontinue to hold, whi h turn into re nements, and whi h
no longer hold. We onje ture that the lost laws deserve
to be lost, and that optimising transformations are either
identities or re nements. It would be interesting to try to
formalise and prove this onje ture.
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5.3

Semanti ally, mapEx eption applies its fun tional argument
to ea h member of the set of ex eptions (if any) in its se ond argument; it does nothing to normal values. From an
implementation point of view, it applies the fun tion to the
sole representative (if any) of that set. Here's an example
of using mapEx eption to at h all ex eptions in e and raise
UserError "Urk" instead:

Fi titious ex eptions

There is a tually a ontinuum between our semanti s and
the \ xed evaluation order" semanti s, whi h fully determines whi h ex eption is raised. As one moves along the
spe trum towards our proposal, more ompiler transformations be ome valid | but there is a pri e to pay. That pri e
is that the semanti s be omes vaguer about whi h ex eptions an be raised, and about when non-termination an o ur.
Our view is that we should optimise for the no-ex eption
ase, a epting that if something does go wrong in the program, then the semanti s does not guarantee very pre isely
what ex eption will show up. An extreme, and slightly troubling, ase is this:

mapEx eption (\x -> UserError "Urk") e

Noti e that mapEx eption does not need to be in the IO
monad to preserve determinism. In short, mapEx eption
raises no new te hni al di ulties, although its usefulness
and desirability might be debatable.
mapEx eption maps one kind of ex eption to another, but it

doesn't let us get from ex eptions ba k into normal values.
Is it possible to go further? Is it possible, for example, to
ask \is this an ex eptional value"?

getEx eption loop

Sin e loop has value ?, getEx eption is, a ording to our
semanti s, justi ed in returning Bad DivideByZero, or some
other quite titious ex eption | and in prin iple a ompiler
re nement might do the same.

isEx eption :: a -> Bool

(It would be easy to de ne isEx eption with a monadi
type a -> IO Bool; the question is whether it an have a
pure, non-monadi , type.) At rst isEx eption looks reasonable, be ause it hides just whi h ex eption is being raised
| but it turns out to be rather problemati . What is the
value of the following expression?

We sought a way to give loop the denotation
Bad fNonTermination g

rather than (the less informative) ?, but we know of no
onsistent way to do so. The modelling of non-termination
to in lude all other behaviours is hara teristi of the denotational semanti s of non-determinism. It means that set
in lusion gives a simple interpretation of program orre tness, en ompassing both safety and liveness properties. It
ensures that re ursion an be de ned as the weakest xed
point of a monotoni fun tion, and that this xed point an
be omputed as the limit of a (set-wise) des ending hain of
approximations. But what is more important for our purposes is that it gives maximal freedom to the ompiler, by
assuming that non-termination is never what the programmer intends .

isEx eption ((1/0) + loop)

If the ompiler evaluates the rst argument of + rst, the
result will be True; but if the ompiler evaluates the se ond
argument of + rst, the omputation will not terminate. Two di erent implementations have delivered two di erent
values!
It is quite possible to give a perfe tly respe table denotational semanti s for isEx eption | in fa t there are two
di erent su h semanti s that we might use, the \optimisti "
one
isEx eption (Bad s) = True
isEx eption (Ok v ) = False
or the \pessimisti " one

5

An operational semanti s would model more pre isely what
happens, and hen e would not su er from the problem of
titious ex eptions. Arguably, for reasoning about divergent programs, the programmer should use an operational
semanti s anyway. Be ause, in the end, it seems unlikely
that a ompiler will gratuitously report a titious ex eption when the program gets into a loop, so this semanti
te hni ality is unlikely to have pra ti al onsequen es.
5.4

isEx eption (Bad s) = ?
if NonTermination
isEx eption (Bad s) = True if NonTermination
isEx eption (Ok v ) = False

2s
62 s

The trouble is that neither of these semanti s are eÆ iently
implementable, be ause they require the implementation to
dete t nontermination. Consider our example
isEx eption ((1/0) + loop)

Pure fun tions on ex eptional values

An implementation that evaluates the arguments of + rightto-left would evaluate loop before 1/0; hen e, the all to
isEx eption would loop, i.e. evaluate to ?, rather than
returning True as the \optimisti " semanti s requires. But
onversely, an implementation that evaluates the arguments
of + left-to-right would evaluate 1/0 before loop; hen e, the
all to isEx eption would return True, rather than ? as the
\pessimisti " semanti s requires. Sin e we want implementations to be able to evaluate arguments in any order, neither the optimisti nor the pessimisti semanti s will work.

Is it possible to do anything with an ex eptional value other
than hoose an ex eption from it with getEx eption? Following [?℄, one possibility suggests itself as a new primitive
fun tion (i.e. one not de nable with the primitives so far
des ribed):
mapEx eption :: (Ex eption -> Ex eption) -> a -> a
5 Indeed, there are a number of situations in whi h it is useful to
be able to assume that a value is not ?. For example, if v is not ?,
then the following law holds:
ase v of { True -> e; False -> e } = e
Our ompiler has a ag -fno-pedanti -bottoms that enables su h
transformations, in ex hange for the programmer undertaking the
proof obligation that no sub-expression in the program has value ?.

There are a number of possible things we ould say:
1. Be ause isEx eption is unimplementable, it should be
banned.
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2. Programmers may use isEx eption , but when they do
so they undertake a proof obligation that its argument
is not ?. If this an be assumed, the implementation
is in no diÆ ulty ( .f. Se tion ??).

example. In ML it is posssible to ompletely en apsulate
a fun tion that makes use of ex eptions: one an de lare
an ex eption lo ally, raise it, and handle it, all without this
implementation be oming visible to the fun tion's aller. In
our design, one annot handle an ex eption without using
the IO monad. Furthermore, the IO monad is (by design)
like a trap door: you annot en apsulate an I/O performing
omputation inside a pure fun tion | and rightly not!

3. The denotational semanti s for isEx eption should be
the pessimisti one; to make it implementable, the language semanti s should be hanged so that result of
the program is de ned to be any value that is the same
as or more de ned than the program's denotation. If
the program yields ?, then any value at all ould be
delivered.
This alternative has the undesirable property that a
program that goes into an in nite loop would be justied in returning an IO omputation that (say) deleted
your entire lestore.

Though we do not yet have mu h experien e of using
ex eptions in Haskell, we spe ulate that the fa t that
getEx eption is in the IO monad will not prove awkward in
pra ti e, for several reasons:



4. The denotational semanti s for isEx eption should be
the optimisti one; to make it implementable, the language semanti s should be hanged so that result of the
program is de ned to be any value that is the same as
or less de ned than the program's denotation. ? would
always be a valid result.
This alternative has the undesirable property that an
implementation ould, in theory, abort with an error
message or fail to terminate for any program at all,
in luding programs that do not use isEx eption. Still,
in omparison to the previous alternative, at least the
failure mode is mu h less severe: the semanti s would
only allow the implementation would to loop or abort,
not to perform arbitrary I/O operations.




Most disaster-re overy ex eption handling is done near
the top of the program, where all other input/output
is in any ase performed.
Mu h lo al ex eption handling an be done by en oding
ex eptions as expli it values (Se tion ??).

No doubt there will remain situations where the la k of a
\pure" getEx eption will prove annoying. One alternative
would be to provide an unsafeGetEx eption (analogous to
unsafeIsEx eption ; Se tion ??), with asso iated proof obligations for the programmer.
Se ond, the big payo of our approa h is that we lose
no (useful) transformations ompared to a guaranteedex eption-free program. Could the same te hnique be used
in other languages, su h as ML or Java? It is hard to see
how it ould apply dire tly; our approa h depends ru ially on distinguishing omputations in the IO monad (whose
transformations are restri ted by the possibility of side effe ts and non-determinism) from purely-fun tional expressions (whose transformations are unrestri ted).

The latter two options would both require a signi ant global hange to Haskell's semanti s, and even then, neither of
them really aptures the intended behaviour with suÆ ient
pre ision. It would be possible to re ne these approa hes to
give more pre ision, but only at the ost of some additional
semanti omplexity. Therefore we prefer the se ond option,
renaming isEx eption to unsafeIsEx eption to highlight
the proof obligation.

Nevertheless, standard e e t analyses for ML and Java seek
to nd whi h portions of the program annot raise an exeption, whereas in our system transformations are limited
only for those parts of the program that handle ex eptions.
We spe ulate that an e e t system that fo used instead on
the latter instead of the former might yield more s ope for
optimisation.

Other de larative languages, parti ularly logi programming
languages su h as Godel and Mer ury already make a distin tion between the de larative (i.e. denotational) semanti s and the operational semanti s similar to that mentioned
in the fourth possibility above [?℄. In Mer ury, for example, the operational semanti s allows non-termination in
some situations even though the de larative semanti s spe i es that the program should have a result other than nontermination. So if our proposal for Haskell were to be adopted to other languages for whi h the operational semanti s
is already in omplete (in the above sense) with respe t to
the de larative semanti s, then a re nement of the fourth
alternative might well be the best approa h.
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Only ex eption handling, using getEx eption, is a e ted. One an raise an ex eption without involving the
IO monad at all.

Our work does not dire tly address the question of how the
ex eption-raising behaviour of a fun tion should be manifested in its type. Java requires methods to de lare whi h
( he ked) ex eptions they may throw, but this approa h
does not seem to s ale well to higher-order languages [?℄.
In our design, expli itly-en oded ex eptions are ertainly
manifested in the fun tion's type, but ex eptions generated
by raise are not.

Other languages
7

We have des ribed a design for in orporating ex eptions into
Haskell. In this se tion we brie y relate our design to that
in other languages.

Con lusion

As usual, implementation is ahead of theory: the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (4.0 and later) implements raise and
getEx eption just as des ribed above. If nothing else, this
reassures us that there are no hidden implementation traps.

First, it is lear that our design is somewhat less expressive
than that in other languages; we will take ML as a typi al
11

A useful pra ti al out ome of writing this paper was a lear
idea about what is, and what is not, semanti ally justi able
in the programming interfa e. For example, we originally
implemented a version of isEx eption, without fully understanding the impa t on the semanti s. We now know
that this feature would require a signi ant liberalisation of
Haskell's semanti s, one that may not be a eptable to all
Haskell programmers, so it should not be added without due
onsideration.

[11℄ G. Plotkin. Domains. Te hni al report, Department of
Computer S ien e, University of Edinburgh, 1983.
[12℄ A. Reid. Handling Ex eptions in Haskell. Resear h Report YALEU/DCS/RR{1175, Yale University, August
1998.
[13℄ A. Reid. Putting the spine ba k in the Spineless Tagless G-ma hine: an implementation of resumable bla k
holes. In Pro Implementation of Fun tional Languages
Workshop 1998 (IFL'98). Springer Verlag LNCS (to appear 1999), Sept 1998.

In identally, ex eptions in the IO monad itself are also now
handled in the same way, whi h makes the implementation
of the IO monad very mu h more eÆ ient, and very mu h
less greedy on ode spa e. Previously, every >>= operation
had to test for, and propagate, ex eptions.

[14℄ RJM Hughes. Why fun tional programming matters.
Computer Journal, 32(2):98{107, April 1989.
[15℄ RJM Hughes and JT O'Donnell. Expressing and reasoning about non-deterministi fun tional programs. In
K. Davis and R. Hughes, editors, Glasgow Fun tional Programming Workshop, pages 308{328. Springer
Workshops in Computing, 1989.

We do not yet have mu h experien e with using ex eptions
in Haskell. The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Bon
appetit.
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